Evaluation: Pregnancy and Birth or Adoption Interview Assignment

Name ___________________________________  MUST GIVE copy of this sheet to Dana

** Blackboard Users--In can turn in your Assessment, Reflection and Evaluation online

Summary and Questions                                                            (      /65 points)

Question List for Independent Interview (30 points)
- Open-ended, non-biased questions (15)  ____
- Chronological order (5)  ____
- Questions include required topics (10)  ____

Independent Interview (question/answer format) (35 points)
- Includes one page excerpt from interview (10)  ____
- Clear, coherent organization (5)  ____
- Objective, neutral and non-judgmental (10)  ____
- Uses follow up questions and/or neutral probes (10)  ____

Assessment 30 points (31)

Question #1 (31 students only)
- Topic relates interviews to specific research, information, or ideas (10)  ____
- Use of APA format for citations (5)  ____
- Essay has an introduction and a conclusion (5)  ____
- Essay has clear, coherent organization (10)  ____

Reflection and Evaluation (31 & 131 students) (      /30 points)
Questions #2,3,4 (31 and 131 students)
- Evaluates interview process (Question #2 / 10)  ____
- Explains specific use of one interview technique (Question #3 / 10)  ____
- Reflects on assignment (Question #4 / 10)  ____

Elements of Writing (      /30 points)
- Accurate spelling and punctuation (10)  ____
- Well-structured sentences and paragraphs (10)  ____
- Follows required format instructions (5)  ____
- Organized as required and includes titles for each section (5)  ____

125 points (131)  ____ = % ____ =  ______ /75 SCORE

155 points (31)  ____ = % ____ =  ______/75 SCORE